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Rothschild & Co to strengthen its Wealth Management 
business in Luxembourg 
 

 

Rothschild & Co is rebranding its operations in Luxembourg following the recently completed 
acquisition of Banque Pâris Bertrand. 

The launch of the new brand of Rothschild & Co for its Wealth Management business in 
Luxembourg marks an important step in Rothschild & Co’s strategy of investing for the long term in 
key markets in Europe where the group has an established network and reputation. 

Laurent Gagnebin, CEO of Rothschild & Co’s Wealth Management business in Switzerland, said: 
“Wealth Management has great ambitions for its Luxembourg subsidiary. Our presence in this 
dynamic financial centre will help us support the growth of the business in Europe. It complements 
our offices in Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Monaco, Spain, Switzerland and the United 
Kingdom.” 

Rothschild & Co’s Wealth Management business focuses on providing discretionary management 
and independent financial advice to entrepreneurs, wealthy families, charities and foundations. 

Benoit Renson and Jean-Marc Robinet, Co-CEOs of Rothschild & Co’s Wealth Management 
business in Luxembourg said: “The team in Luxembourg benefits from the expertise of the 
Rothschild & Co Group in offering high value-added services. Our client base will also be developed 
thanks to excellent collaboration with our local and international partners.”  

The team is already welcoming its clients at 41 avenue de la Liberté, Luxembourg. 
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About Rothschild & Co, Wealth Management 
Rothschild & Co is an independent, family-owned business that has been at the heart of the world’s financial markets for over 200 years. It is one of the world’s 
largest independent financial advisory groups, with over 3,600 employees in more than 40 countries around the world. Rothschild & Co’s integrated global network of 
recognised experts provides our clients with in-depth market knowledge and effective solutions with a long-term perspective in Global Advisory, Wealth & Asset 
Management and Merchant Banking. 
Wealth Management, a division of the Rothschild & Co Group, provides wealth management services to families, entrepreneurs, foundations and charities. The 
Rothschild family is one of the few that has successfully preserved its wealth over seven generations, so we understand the challenges of wealth ownership. We 
believe that wealth preservation should be our priority in wealth management and our unique long-term perspective makes us a safe haven for our clients’ assets. 
Wealth & Asset Management has offices in Aix-en-Provence, Birmingham, Bordeaux, Brussels, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Geneva, Grenoble, Guernsey, Leeds, London, 
Luxembourg, Madrid, Manchester, Marseille, Milan, Monaco, New York, Paris and Zurich. Wealth & Asset Management manages over €104 billion in assets. 
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